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GAF's - Grönhögens Astronomical Guild's Guide to ”Dark Sky” locations on Öland
General
Öland is Swedens second largest island, just of the southeastern coast, out in the Baltic Sea,
connected to the mainland by a 7 km long bridge. The island is approximately 150 km long and
35 at the widest. Mostly a farming landscape, much of the island has a very atypical ice age
sediment wash-out landscape, large areas without top soil, suitable only for cattle. The tree line
is therefore often low, with an unrestricted horizon and a minimum of light pollution.
Operating on this partly desert-like island, GAF has decided to support International Dark Sky
Association's effort of listing suitable astro locations for visiting amateur astronomers, by
sharing our knowledge of our island. This guide is to help finding such places. The list, going
from north to south, includes pictures of the free horizon, if there any conveniences and other
tips. The light values is color coded after Lightpollutionmap.com’s color codes.
Note that our country side is very fragile, so please, park only where there is parking places. At
most places along our gravel roads, parking on undisturbed grassing grounds is not allowed and
with a risk of being fined. However, there is plenty of suitable parking places for all. As amateur
astronomer, the night is the key time, but observe the “No Camping” signs at many places,
moving your car to a better place after finished observing for the night, not staying to sleep.
Note that a lot of the listed convenience facilities is rarely maintenanced compost toilets,
without water and mostly without paper. Check that they're not locked night time. It is
recommended to bring a 10-15 l water container for washing and drinking. It can be refilled at
no cost at most campings and petrol stations on the island. Cleaning wipes is also a good thing
to have in your travel kit, but do not leave them, have a trash bag. At a few public beaches
showers are available, but do not count on it. To use a camping or a B&B as base camp is
recommended, but check that they are OK with you arriving back at 2-3 in the morning.
Since most astronomy visitor will visit us during the summer, May 20 to Aug 1:st is a no astro
show, night sky to bright, enough midnight sun to kill the fun. 2015 some Swedish astronomers
has reported trials late June with Dobsons for visual observation with some success, but
beware of the light conditions during this period.
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Best time of the year is Aug 1 to beginning of October, that is when we have the most clear obs
nights, an average 10-15 nights per month during Aug-Sept. Best viewing time is from 22:00 to
03:00. In spring, April seems to show the most stable weather, with an average of 7-8 obs
nights. However, in the spring temperatures can be around zero deg. C at night. Dew heater is
recommended year around, since we’re on an island. Also, a good battery is recommended,
though harder for the mobile observer, without base station, to have charged. Though a 12V
car charger can be a solution.
Overview
GAF has identified some 23 sites around the island, more or less suitable for amateur astro
photographing. That is, limited light pollution, relatively clear horizon, available parking and in
several cases, with some form of convenience facilities. To this we also identified some 12
places for pure visual “road side astronomy”, less suited for astro photography, due to nearby
light pollution, but easy accessed. These are labled “[V]”.
The map to the left is an overview of the sites we have reviewed for astro usage. The sites is
accessible with car via public roads and under Sweden’s “All man right” laws, allowing any
person to pass over private or public owned grounds, as long as it isn't within visual range of a
built-up private property. The law does not allow driving or parking on a private roads though,
so avoid what seems to be field accesses or minor gravel roads, leading from the by us given
routes. A clearly well-used road pocket is however within the laws, if not hindering other
traffic. Placing your telescope a bit from the car is withing legal approval, as long as not within
mentioned visual range to a house.
But expect people to be curious, wondering what your spying on ;-). As resent as a week ago
from this writing, June 15, 2016, police arrived at one GAF member’s house, in response to a
public phone call about robbery in progress. The person phoning had seen the member’s red
light “navigation” lamp moving around on his property. However, such interventions extreme
are rare.
Grönhögens Astronomical Guild http://gaf.homeip.net/
Sweden
Our dark readings: http://www.lightpollutionmap.info/#zoom=8&lat=7719100&lon=1885864&layers=0BTFFFT
SQM Values:
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-21.8

21.8-21.5

21.5-21.2

21.2-20.9

1. Ölanda Airport

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°19'45.5"N 17°3'5.6"E
WGS84 DDM 57°19.758'N 17°3.093'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.329293, 17.051543

A local airstrip for private aircrafts, no visible external light, however some could exist at the
northern hangar. It is possible to shield from these via a bush area between these and the aero
club’s houses. The area is surrounded by pine wood, but gives unobstructed horizon from 15
deg up. Some areal cabling exist, needing planning of the night's view of field.
Horizon picture (all panoramas is N → E → S → W → N)

Conveniences
A compost toilet is “hidden” in the bushes directly north the parking area at the club house.
When the site was inspected, it was a bit unclean. Inspect status and route before nightfall.
Flash light needed, it's a very rough track through bushes. Nearest super market, Byxelkrok.
2. Neptune's Fields

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°20'47.1"N 17°1'38.1"E
WGS84 DDM 57°20.785'N 17°1.635'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.34642, 17.027253

A fossil pebble field, all finer sand washed out for 4-5.000 years ago, leaving a several kilometer
long barren, desert-like pebble beach. Neptune's Fields is a nature reserve, so don't pick any
stones. Place can be windy, and no local facilities, but a couple of good parking lots and dark
skies. Camping discouraged, but available sites exist nearby, as in the small hamlet of Byxelkrok,
some 3 km south of the site. A light house exist to the northeast, but the small forest seen in
that direction, shields the light.
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Horizon picture

Conveniences
No local conveniences, but some facilities for sailors, toilets and showers, open to at least
24.00, can be found in the Byxelkrok Harbor, 3 km at the south. There also exist camping,
B&B's, restaurants and a mid-size supermarket. However, most of the activities, not the
supermarket, shut down end of August.
3. Byrum

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°13'21.4"N 16°57'6.5"E
WGS84 DDM 57°13.357'N 16°57.109'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.222625, 16.951818

Byrum is a summer beach, sandy to the north and cliffs to the south. A summer holiday
condominium is built in the transition between the two types. Some 300 m south of this, there
is a large parking lot, with plenty of space for telescopes to the south. Some summer houses
south of the condominium can give some light at the northern part of the parking lot. It might
be possible to park here for a whole night.
Note that the whole beach is a nature reserve, no fossil digging allowed.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
No conveniences at the parking, but some facilities for bathers exist some 300 m north along
the beach. Use flash lights, not to trip and fall, the beach is very uneven and hard. Opening
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time for the compost toilets and an open air shower is not known, but since it is tied to the
bath season, it likely closes end of August. After that nearest facilities is in Byxelkrok, Löttorp
and Alvedsjötorp Harbor. Shops in Byxelkrok, Löttorp (Super Market) and Böda.
4. Ålkistan [Eel's Coffin]

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°12'30.6"N 16°56'0.8"E
WGS84 DDM 57°12.511'N 16°56.014'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.208513, 16.933563

2-3 km south of Byrum on the Horn's Coastal Route, there is some “parking” side roads at the
Eel's Coffin (they used to catch eel here). The nature is relatively open, a few distant houses.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
Conveniences at Byrum. After that nearest facilities is in Byxelkrok and Alvedsjötorp Harbor.
5. Horn's Quarries

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°12'5.1"N 16°54'39.1"E
WGS84 DDM 57°12.086'N 16°54.652'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.201429, 16.910869

Another 1-2 km to the south, we find Horn's Quarries, old limestone quarries. Please, do not
fall over the ledges in the darkness. But if early enough, you can find some parking and high
ground for your telescope on the sea side of the road.
Horizon picture
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Conveniences
Conveniences at Byrum. After that nearest facilities is in Byxelkrok, Löttorp and Alvedsjötorp
Harbor. Shops in Böda and Löttorp.
6. Alvedsjötorp Harbor

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°10'14.1"N 16°55'12.7"E
WGS84 DDM 57°10.235'N 16°55.212'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.170583, 16.920205

A small harbor with fishermen shacks and some sparse housings around it, the harbor has
some good parking and a reasonable good horizon. No signs, forbidding all night stays, was
found at the inspection.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
A bit run down compost toilet is found across the road. Seems like it closes after season, but
available all the year. No water or other services. After that nearest facilities and shops is in
Löttorp.
7. Hagelstad Beach

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°8'44.7"N 16°54'37.2"E
WGS84 DDM 57°8.745'N 16°54.620'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.145749, 16.910338

A secluded spot out on the coastal “Alvar”, a bit north of Gillberga quarries/Geo Park. Drive
down to Gillberga from Route 136 and then north on the coastal road, just north of the
entrance to the quarries. Expect wind and there is some farming tracks to park on. As with
Neptune's Fields, it is very open, allowing viewing of objects low over the horizon.
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Horizon picture

Conveniences
No conveniences. Nearest facilities is Alvedsjötorp Harbor. or Löttorp. Shop in Löttorp.
8. Sandvik

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°3'55.7"N 16°50'36.5"E
WGS84 DDM 57°3.928'N 16°50.608'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.065463, 16.843468

At the coastal road a bit south Sandvik, some suitable observation places can be found sea side.
But note that it is forbidden to park beside the road or to camp on this stretch. Some access
roads toward the sea side can be found (as below), to stop during observation, but not to stay
over night. Road is asphalt to begin with, but very narrow.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
No conveniences at the given location. Nearest facilities is in Sandvik Harbor, at the back side of
the Police station at the northern end or at some batches at the southern end. Availability
nighttime is unknown. It is possible to stop with a camper van at the northern pier, but at a
cost. A simpler dairy shop and some restaurants exist in Sandvik.
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9. Sjölund

SQM Value:

WGS84 57°3'19.7"N 16°50'12.6"E
WGS84 DDM 57°3.328'N 16°50.210'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 57.055465, 16.836838

Further down the road, south Sandvik, at Sjölund, another location exist. There is some larger
track beside the road and plenty of space for a telescope. Also here it is forbidden to park
beside the road or to camp. Road here is a narrow gravel road, not over 40 km/h.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
No conveniences at the given location. Nearest facilities is in Sandvik Harbor. or down at
Djupvik. There, beside the cross road to the main road, the 136, there is a service building with
a toilet. If available nighttime is not known. Simpler shops exist in Sandvik and Södvik.
10. Kårehamn

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°57'7.1"N 16°53'17.0"E
WGS84 DDM 56°57.119'N 16°53.284'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.951984, 16.888068

Just south of the islands only commercial fishing harbor, there is some bath places (“Badplats”)
with parking. The harbor has disturbing lights, but at these baths one should be reasonable
shielded. Before reaching the first bath place, some 3-400 m south the harbor, a parking space
can be found out at the road, just after some cattle bars in the road. South of the cattle bars
there is a suitable large open field for a telescope. However, you cannot park here and it is
forbidden to drive of the road.
If larger equipment to off-load, look for a some small farm access drive offs on the east side,
stop on these for off-loading, then park at the park place at other side of the cattle bars.
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Horizon picture

Conveniences
At the given location, down by the bath, there is a run down composting toilet, but no other
facilities. However, in the harbor there is some services for sailors and camper vans. It is at a
cost, payable to the Harbor. Master, morning or evening. The guest then gets a code to showers
and toilets. But be there in time to meet the harbor master, ~18:00-19:00.
At times a fish shop is open, otherwise, nearest shops is in Köpingsvik/Borgholm.
11. Solliden Palace parking lot

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°52'0.3"N 16°38'22.5"E
WGS84 DDM 56°52.004'N 16°38.375'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.86674, 16.639583

At the south entrance of Borgholm Town, at the left, you will see the Borgholm Castle Ruin.
If turning in on the access road, down by the Castle, a narrow road goes south to the Solliden
Royal Palace parking lot. It is some 1-2 km south of the ruins, a big parking lot.
There is some stray light pollution from the ruin's flood lights to the north, but otherwise it has
a rather free horizon, very close to Borgholm. Note, you might be inquired by the Palace
security, so it is not a good overnight parking spot. Try the ruin parking instead for
overnighting.
Horizon picture
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Conveniences
No conveniences at the palace parking lot. However, it seems that 24/7 toilets exist by the
castle ruin ticket booth/shop. These are pay toilets, using SMS payment, not coins. There is a
restaurant at the ruin's parking, but it has limited opening times. Shops in Borgholm.
12. Borglanda traffic rest stop [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°51'45.8"N 16°39'8.0"E
WGS84 DDM 56°51.763'N 16°39.133'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.86271, 16.652221

The site has some limitations, due to nearness to our main road, route 136. Light from the ruin
castle is a bit more pronounced than at the Solliden parking. There also can be light pollution
from the illumination of an old royal barn, 2-300 m north of the site. To the east a number of
windmills with aeronautical warning lights can be found. However the parking area is spacious.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
Unfortunately no conveniences available at this site, at the castle ruin, see Solliden. Nearest
shops, Borgholm.
13. Störlinge Wind Mills

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°48'36.7"N 16°44'37.4"E
WGS84 DDM 56°48.611'N 16°44.623'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.810182, 16.743722

The site has some limitations, due to four old millers wind mills is placed here. Best observation
directions is west and east, but if telescope is placed with care, southern or northern objects is
viewable. There is some housing nearby, so some light pollution might be possible. However
the parking area is generous, among the better at the north eastern area of the island, only
preceded by the Kårehamn site in this area.
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Horizon picture

Conveniences
Unfortunately no conveniences available at this site. Nearest shops, Köpingsvik.
14. Strandtorp Side Road [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°50'21.5"N 16°37'23.1"E
WGS84 DDM 56°50.359'N 16°37.385'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.839314, 16.623076

The site has no good parking spaces, but at the GPS coordinate there is a possibility to park the
car beside the road at a broader field entry, possible to place the telescope nearby. Some
automotive stray light from route 136 is to be expected, but night traffic should be light.
Observing north, west and east should allow photographic while south can be disturbed by the
cars.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
Unfortunately no conveniences available at this site. Nearest shops, Borgholm or Rälla, south of
this site, having a small super market.
15. Ekerum traffic rest stop [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°47'23.7"N 16°34'57.3"E
WGS84 DDM 56°47.395'N 16°34.955'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.789924, 16.58258

The site is a road authority rest-place. Note that the entry is in north, but northbound traffic is
not allowed to turn in. If northbound, continue some 500 m up to the stop on the right side, go
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in there and turn back. The north site has more light pollution and is therefore not
recommended. When in the rest stop, in the northern end there is places for a telescope. The
site will experience some car stray light pollution and therefore labled as visual.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
There is road authority maintained conveniences available at this site. As with the previous
site, the nearest shop is in Rälla, a kilometer to the south.
16. Karum Nature Reserve

SQM Value: –-

WGS84 56°46'27.7"N 16°37'30.5"E WGS84 DDM 56°46.462'N 16°37.509'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.774363, 16.625147

The site is the parking place for a nature reserve and an old Viking funeral field. Please keep to
the parking lot, there is some rare orchids within the nature reserve. A camper van is allowed
to stay for 24 h, so full night stop seems possible. Nighttime it should be plenty of space for the
telescope. Also little traffic to disturb.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
Unfortunately no conveniences available at this site. Shop in Rälla, west of this site.
17. Glömming traffic rest stop [V]
WGS84 56°43'32.7"N 16°32'15.8"E WGS84 DDM 56°43.545'N 16°32.264'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.72575, 16.537728
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SQM Value:

Another road authority rest-place. Note that the entry is in north, but northbound traffic is not
allowed to turn in. If northbound, continue some 300 m up to the Isgärde take-off, go in there
and turn back. The north part of the site has less vegetation and is recommended for a
telescope. The site one of the most trafficked and will experience car stray light pollution and
therefore labled as visual.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
This is a road authority maintained conveniences available at this site. As with the preceding
sites, the nearest shop is in Rälla, a couple of kilometer to the north.
18. Björnhovda (“Alméns”) [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°39'15.8"N 16°31'4.8"E
WGS84 DDM 56°39.263'N 16°31.080'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.654384, 16.517993

On the route 136 south of the bridge, this frugal parking lot has a good horizon, but with some
light pollution from Kalmar, Färjestaden and a small shopping center some 300 m south of the
site. But with an easy access, we chosen to list it as a visual site. On really clear nights, little
moisture in the air, the light pollution should be negligible. The site is about 200 m north of the
main cross road to the islands east coast.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
No conveniences at this site. A small shopping center, “Alméns”, is found some 300 m south.
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19. Eriksöre traffic rest stop [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°36'59.0"N 16°29'16.8"E WGS84 DDM 56°36.984'N 16°29.281'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.616399, 16.488011

Some 5 km south of “Alméns” on route 136. A road authorities rest stop, with pick-nick area on
top on the rise, dominating the west coast of the island. Excellent horizon, but with risk of light
pollution from Kalmar, Färjestaden and the town-let just north of the site, Skogsby. With the
nearby traffic on one of the more trafficked stretches of the 136, it is labled as a visual site,
though some photo work is possible at times and well chosen directions.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
There is road authority maintained conveniences available at this site. Note that it frequently is
used by camper vans. Nearest general shops is in Färjestaden or at Alméns.
20. Karlevi Rune Stone

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°36'25.2"N 16°26'29.5"E WGS84 DDM 56°36.420'N 16°26.491'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.607, 16.441523

The parking lot to a rune stone site. In the middle of farm lands, there is some wooden coves
and other obstructions for lower objects. The site is also affected by the city lights from Kalmar,
across the strait. However, it is one of the few possible easy access and secluded sites, near the
bridge over the strait.
Horizon picture
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Conveniences
A simple composting toilet facility is available at this site. Lots of shops in Färjestaden, to the
north, and Mörbylånga, to the south.
21. Bläsinge Harbor.

SQM Value: –--

WGS84 56°37'7.5"N 16°41'47.5"E
WGS84 DDM 56°37.126'N 16°41.792'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.618761, 16.696526

On the east coast, just before reaching the harbor, there is a small camping site, mostly for
camper vans. South of the camping there is a meadow, giving access to the public bath. On this
meadow it is possible to set up a telescope, without to much disturbances. The harbor has
some illumination, but should be shielded by the building at its southwestern side.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
The local village council keeps a compost toilet accessible. It is open year around, but cleaned
only during June-Aug. Parking is at cost 50 SEK/€6 per day, payable in a tin can in the toilet. A
simpler shop and cafe can be found in Gårdby, some km south of Bläsinge.
22. Nedre Ålebäck

SQM Value: –-

WGS84 56°36'15.8"N 16°42'3.9"E
WGS84 DDM 56°36.263'N 16°42.065'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.604382, 16.701083

The site has some limitations, complex and very narrow access road and the site is really a
pubic bath place/small boat harbor at the coastal end of a summer house village. A few houses
is situated north of the docks, if people at the site, some lighting will disturb. However, it has a
reasonable good horizon, if placing a telescope just north of the docks, towards the water.
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Horizon picture

Conveniences
The local village council keeps a compost toilet accessible just north of the docks, along a path,
leading to the bath place. Parking is free, but donations is expected, payable in a letter box at
the front of the toilet. At inspection, no-one was available for info about overnighting, however,
no real camper van parking exist. As with Bläsinge, a small shop exist in Gårdby.
23. “Wild camping” area north Resmo at Resmo Windmill [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°32'53.0"N 16°26'30.5"E WGS84 DDM 56°32.883'N 16°26.509'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.548058, 16.441813

At a windmill, west side of the road, less than a kilometer north Resmo, the take of road no
more than a grass strip that is hard to see, there is a wild camping (camper van stop). Easy
accessed, but listed as visual, since lights from Kalmar can impact observation towards north
-northwest. It is the start of a nature walk path.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
No conveniences, but south Resmo at the road authorities rest stop. Shops is found in
Mörbylånga, west from Resmo, the turn-off a couple of km south of the hamlet.
24. Cross-road across the “Alvar”, Resmo
WGS84 56°32'15.9"N 16°27'31.2"E WGS84 DDM 56°32.265'N 16°27.520'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.537752, 16.458665
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SQM Value:

At the southern part of the Resmo hamlet, a cross-road to the east runs all over to the east
coast of the island. This road has been the traditional dark sky spot for GAF members residing
on the middle island or living on the mainland. Easy access, not that long drive over the bridge
and often affected by this island's northerly and southerly clearer skies.
Of some reason, maybe due to the distance to the mainland, the north and south of island
have much better weather than the middle of island. This and the following two sites is along
this road.
First site is 1.5 km east of Resmo, the one mostly used, some lighting may be seen from Resmo,
but few vehicles nighttime.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
No conveniences, at Resmo rest stop, otherwise at Möckelmossen below. Shops is found in
Mörbylånga, west from Resmo, turn-off is a couple of km south of the hamlet.
25. Resmo “Alvar”

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°32'1.5"N 16°29'7.4"E
WGS84 DDM 56°32.024'N 16°29.123'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.533739, 16.48538

Mid-road, ~3 km out from Resmo, in the middle of “nowhere”. Small parking lot for walkers.
The site has good prospects for low lying objects and with Lilla Dalvik below one of the darkest
sites listed here.
Horizon picture
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Conveniences
No conveniences available at this site, Möckelmossen, 1.5 km, nearest. Shops in Mörbylånga.
26. Möckelmossen Nature Reserve

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°31'40.9"N 16°31'12.9"E WGS84 DDM 56°31.681'N 16°31.215'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.528023, 16.520256

At a parking lot for the Nature Reserve, that is a couple of 100 m to the north of it. A large
parking lot, where the bus area to the west, gives good space nighttime. No signs about
camping forbidden, so all night parking should be possible.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
One of the better toilet available, but was a bit reek at our visit. Shops can be found in
Mörbylånga.
27. Norra Kvinneby traffic rest stop, Stenåsa [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°32'39.1"N 16°36'25.1"E WGS84 DDM 56°32.652'N 16°36.418'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.544208, 16.606972

A road authority rest stop at an historic stone bridge, some 2 kilometer north from where the
Resmo cross-road connect to the eastern coastal road. With a forest behind, it is more suitable
for north, east and south observations. However listed as a visual site, it should be dark enough
for astro photography. Traffic should be very light night time.
Horizon picture
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Conveniences
There is a compost toilet available at this site. Nearest shops in Gårdby or across the island, in
Mörbylånga.
28. Stenåsa Camping

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°48'36.7"N 16°44'37.4"E WGS84 DDM 56°48.611'N 16°44.623'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.810182, 16.743722

The site is some kilometers south the Resmo cross-road on the eastern coastal road, down by
the sea, a camping and some summer houses. It has reasonable good access, across the island,
a bit south of the bridge over to the mainland. As a camping, some light pollution to be
expected. However, the site has interesting extended overnight facilities into the autumn. Best
is to place the equipment by side of the access road, a couple of 100 m in from the western
boarder of the camping.
If not to many visitors in their camper van area, an umbrella shading the left most lamp post
(low posts ;-) would help a lot, and if placing the telescope in the lamp post rows extension,
disturbance from them would be negligible.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
Open April-Oct. Regular camping services exist. Staying is at a cost, ~150 SEK excl power, ~180
with and cottages between 400-900 SEK/night, depending on season (in this case outside June
18-Aug 18). Shops in Gårdby or across the island, in Mörbylånga.
29. Mysinge Burial Mound [V]
WGS84 56°31'39.8"N 16°26'26.6"E WGS84 DDM 56°31.663'N 16°26.443'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.52772, 16.440718
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SQM Value:

Parking place for an ancient burial mound site. Nearby the road, it can experience some stray
light from cars, but should be reasonable dark. Easy accessed.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
There is a road authority maintained rest site in Resmo, about 1-1.5 km north of this site, with
conveniences. Due to a lot of street lights that site is not recommended as astro site. Shops is
found in Mörbylånga, west from Mysinge, the turn-off in the south of the Mysinge hamlet.
30. Bårby Borg [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°30'8.4"N 16°25'45.6"E
WGS84 DDM 56°30.140'N 16°25.761'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.502338, 16.429346

About 10 km south Mysinge on route 136, east Mörbylånga. A ruin defense construction,
similar to the Eketorp Defense Castle, from around year 1000 AD, the parking lot is a possible
site. It is listed as visual, due to the road proximity, but it should exhibit few other light sources,
being some way from the nearest hamlets.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
There is a compost toilet available at this site. Nearest shops is in Mörbylånga.
31. Penåsa

SQM Value: –-

WGS84 56°26'35.6"N 16°27'55.8"E WGS84 DDM 56°26.593'N 16°27.930'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.443211, 16.465503
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The site is a nature reserve some 3 km off the main 136 route, sitting along an old railway bank.
It is narrow, with gracing cattle roaming along the access road, so it is advisable to try this site
before lights gone and drive slow. At the parking lot there is some spot to place a telescope,
but if not to big it is advisable to take it out on the “Alvar” south of the parking. It is through a
bushy path and over a small ladder, over a stone wall, so again, it is advisable to do it while it's
light.
There also is some places along the road a couple of 100 m before coming to the parking, but it
is not allowed to drive of the road and it is to narrow to park. So stop, unload and drive down
to the parking, walking back.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
In 2015 a new compost toilet been installed beside the parking lot. Nearest shops is in
Mörbylånga.
32. Albrunna traffic rest stop [V]

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°19'13.6"N 16°24'22.5"E WGS84 DDM 56°19.227'N 16°24.375'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.320455, 16.406257

In the southern area of the Albrunna hamlet, on route 136. A road authorities rest stop, with a
small pick-nick area. With some risk of light pollution from Albrunna and proximity to the road,
it is labled as a visual site. Some vegetation will hamper some directions.
Horizon picture
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Conveniences
There is road authority maintained conveniences available at this site. Note that it frequently is
used by camper vans. Nearest general shops is in Degerhamn or Grönhögen.
33. Seby Coastal Meadows

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°19'54.3"N 16°32'34.3"E WGS84 DDM 56°19.906'N 16°32.572'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.331763, 16.542862

The site is a public bath, with Segerstad Lighthouse a couple of km to the north. However,
south of the parking lot there is a large meadow, shielded from the lighthouse by the tree line
around the bath. Apart of these trees to the north of the observation site, this site has a very
open horizon. Some light will be found to the west, houses and farms in the Seby village, some
2 km away. Drawback, equipment has to be moved over a little ramp over a low stone wall.
Also, some cattle can be found in the meadow at times.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
A compost toilet can be found in the green area of the public bath. Donations in a letter box by
the access to the green area is advisable. Nearest shops is in Degerhamn or Grönhögen.
34. Ottenby Kungsgård burial site

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°14'41.5"N 16°24'53.1"E WGS84 DDM 56°14.692'N 16°24.885'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.244864, 16.414749

Parking lot for an archeological burial lot, out in the fields south of the parking. Drawback is
that the site is very close to the main road, 136. However, it will have low traffic night time in
April-May and Aug-Oct.
Horizon picture
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Conveniences
Unfortunately no conveniences available at this site. Nearest is Ottenby Hostel and Camping
some 4 km to the east. Nearest shop in Grönhögen.
35. Ottenby Nature Reserve, The King's Stones

SQM Value:

WGS84 56°13'5.9"N 16°24'39.3"E
WGS84 DDM 56°13.099'N 16°24.655'E
WGS84 decimal (lat, lon) 56.218309, 16.410911

The site has Sweden’s biggest lighthouse, Long Jan lighthouse, some 3 km south of it. This
makes the site, together with that it is absolutely forbidden to overnight here, to one of the
lesser sites in this list. However, since the Long Jan is a one of our main tourist attractions,
particular for bird watchers, the site has been included as an add-on to that audience, though
it's limitations. As long as being observing actively no-one can complain, but leave as soon as
ready to avoid fines.
South of the parking lot, is a big field, reasonable shielded from the light house by a dense
forest to the south. A path passes through the field and beside that path it is possible to place a
telescope. But note that April-end Aug. it is not allowed to stray more than a meter or so of the
path, due to migrating and nesting birds. Keep very near the track.
Horizon picture

Conveniences
Since the parking lot is for visitors to an iron age burial ground across the road, the nature
reserve authorities have a TC at this site. Unlike most such facilities on the island, due to the
area's bird migration traffic, it has extended access off-season. Overnight facilities exist at
Ottenby Hostel and Camping, which also has a longer season than normal. Shop in Grönhögen.
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Post Scriptum
This PDF booklet is a joint GAF project, trying to offer visiting amateur astronomers an
opportunity of enjoying our islands clear and dark skies. Apart some from our single member
in Tokyo, most of the pictures at our website is from different localities on our island, since that
is where most of us, even the main land members, photograph the universe from.
We are not a tourist organizer and currently we have no fixed observatory, but if you are
interested to try out our island, we have discussed astro tourism with our local tourist board,
oland.se, that can recommend and in some cases book traveling opportunities and lodgings.
If you have astro questions, simplest is to find us on Facebook and ask there or via the query
form, found on our web site, http://gaf.homeip.net .
The GAF Dark Sky team: Jörgen Danielsson (chairman), Jörgen Tannerstedt & Lars Magnusson

Note:
This PDF booklet is distributed free of charge, all rights belonging to GAF and is not to be
reproduced or included in other products or texts without the written consent by the GAF
board.
Editor: Lars Magnusson
Site photos: Lars Magnusson
Page one, PS and last page photos: Jörgen Tannerstedt © All rights Reserved.
© Grönhögens Astronomiska Förening, Kalmar County, Sweden. All rights Reserved.
GAF “Dark Sky Project” is sponsored by Swedbank Kalmar.
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